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ABSTRACT 

This study empirically examined the relationships between food quality, 

service quality, tangibles, customer satisfaction and behavioral intentions 

in hotel restaurants. Specifically, this study, using Linear regression 

coefficients analyses, a total of 360 questionnaire forms were distributed 

to customers, only 352 customers positively shared the questionnaire, only 

345 questionnaires were valid and complete. As expected, this study 

showed that food and service quality have positive and significant effects 

on customer satisfaction and behavioral intentions. Further, providing the 

tangibles is particularly critical for creating customer satisfaction in hotel 

restaurants. finally, the findings indicated that customer satisfaction is 

indeed a significant mediating predictor of behavioral intention. 

KEYWORDS: Food Quality, Service Quality, Tangibles, Behavioral 

Intentions, and Customer Satisfaction. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Hyun and Kang (2014) pointed that the restaurant industry has been 

rapidly grown over the past two decades. Consistent with this 

phenomenon, in many hotels, restaurants within the property are also 

becoming an important source of the hotels’ revenues, particularly in the 

cities/destinations where hotels are abundant (Kang et al., 2015). Despite 

its popularity, the competition in the hotel restaurant segment is getting 

fiercer than ever due to the enormous increase of new restaurant openings 

within hotels (Kwon et al., 2014) and the fast growth of the general 

restaurant market (Hwang & Hyun, 2013). This hotel restaurant sector is 

now gradually reaching the maturity phase of its life cycle. Moreover, the 
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re-visitation rate of the restaurant sector is generally lower than other 

segments of the restaurant industry because of the high price involved in 

dining. 

Certainly, many researchers have utilized a variety of perspectives to 

understand variables that enhance repeat customer patronage by 

minimizing the probability of switching incidents (Hwang & Hyun, 2014; 

Han et al., 2016). The general agreement made by these scholars is that 

quality, and satisfaction among diverse variables are the major concepts in 

explicating customer post-purchase decision formation. In other words, in 

their studies in various sectors, such constructs as quality and satisfaction 

are cited as key variables affirming patrons’ intentions to 

continue/terminate the existing relation with a provider. Moreover, 

previous studies in the extant consumer behavior and hospitality literature 

have indicated that conspicuousness of product/service consumption plays 

an essential role in customers’ post-purchase decision formation, 

particularly for products/services (Han and Hyun, 2017).  

Specifically, the objectives of this study were: (1) the impact of restaurant 

quality attributes (food quality, service quality and tangibles) and 

behavioral intentions (revisit and recommendation intentions and (2) the 

moderating role of customer satisfaction on the relationships between 

restaurant quality attributes and behavioral intentions. 

FOOD QUALITY 

MacLaurin & MacLaurin, (2000) indicated that food quality is considered 

one of the most crucial factors affecting customers’ dining experience. 

Commonly used construct items include food taste, meal presentation, dish 

diversity, material freshness, adequate temperature (appropriately heated or 

cooled), sufficient serving portion, and healthy design. Additional items 

were included in studies targeting various themes. For example, food 

quality consistency was added in a study of theme restaurants in Singapore 

(Soriano, 2002). Others items included: innovative food, for upscale 

restaurants in Spain (Namkung and Jang, 2007); accurate order, for chain 

restaurants (Gupta et al., 2007); correct menu and available utensils, for 

corporate internal training program meetings (Kim et al., 2009); and food 

security, for Chinese restaurants (Liu & Jang, 2009). 

Kim et al. (2009) explained that food quality is one of the most critical 

components of a dining experience. Previous studies have empirically 

investigated the importance of food quality in restaurant settings; for 

example, Ha and Jang, (2010) confirmed that food quality is a primary 

factor influencing customer loyalty in restaurant choice; Ha and Jang 

(2010) insisted that from the customer’s perspective, food quality is a key 
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determinant for visiting a restaurant; Wei and Huang (2013) found that 

when compared with other aspects of the restaurant, such as environmental 

components and service quality, food quality is the most important element 

of customer satisfaction. Recently, Joung et al. (2015) tested the impact of 

food quality on customer satisfaction and behavioral intentions and found a 

positive linkage between food quality and satisfaction/behavioral 

intentions. 

SERVICE QUALITY 

Parasuraman et al. (1988) proposed the following 10 determinate attributes 

to evaluate service quality: access, communication, competence, courtesy, 

credibility, reliability, responsiveness, security, tangibles, and customer 

understanding. Later, Parasuraman et al. (2001) simplified their 10 

attributes into the following five attributes which were used to evaluate the 

customer’s perception of service quality: reliability, responsiveness, 

assurance, empathy, and tangibility. 

Hong (2001) explained that service quality is a multidimensional construct 

that has vaguely been defined and redefined as a consumer’s global 

evaluations and perceptions concerning the quality or excellence of 

delivery. Akbaba (2006) contend that consumption decisions are highly 

impacted by service quality. More specifically, the quality of service or 

products rendered will determine if consumers will switch to competing 

restaurants or engage in repeat patronage (Ryu & Han, 2010). Along with 

increases in financial performance, consumer loyalty, retention of new 

consumers, and positive word of mouth, future behavioral intentions have 

been highlighted as providing some positive outcomes for service firms in 

the hospitality segment (Chen & Hu, 2010). Equally, in the restaurant 

sector, service quality has been found to translate into increased positive 

tangible and intangible profits (Barber et al., 2011). 

Ma et al. (2014) showed that service quality has become the most powerful 

factor which affects the competitive advantage of service suppliers to 

survive in the fast-food industry; moreover, it is the customer’s assessment 

for the service provided by the supplier. Service quality refers to 

customer’s consistent assessment for the service they received (Jin et al., 

2013). Lee and McCleary (2013) indicated that service quality as the 

measurement of the difference between customer service expectation and 

the customer’s perception of actual delivered service. 
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TANGIBLES 

Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) expressed that tangible element of service 

there is general agreement in the literature that tangible elements of service 

(e.g., ambience, layout) affect the experience quality of the customer and 

influence purchase behavior, Wall and Berry, (2007) coined the term 

services cape to denote the physical elements of the service environment. 

According to Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) the services cape consists of 

three tangible factors that influence customer perceptions of quality 

resulting in their level of satisfaction and behavioral intentions. The 

services cape factors include ambient conditions (e.g., temperature, noise, 

odors), spatial layout and functionality (e.g., arrangement of furnishings 

and their relationship to customer and employee needs), and signs, 

symbols and artifacts (e.g., signage and decor which facilitates a desired 

image or mood), The services cape takes on greater importance for patrons 

who spend extended time in the facility (e.g., restaurants, theaters, sporting 

events) as opposed to services that have a quick transaction (e.g., bank, dry 

cleaners). 

Tangibles pertain to the appearance of the establishment’s physical 

facilities, equipment, and personnel. Thus, tangibles are used by 

restaurants to communicate their image and signal quality to customers 

(Moon, 2013). The aforesaid authors concur that services are intangible not 

only because customers cannot see, feel, smell, hear or taste, but it is also 

because they are difficult to conceptualize. The intangibility aspect makes 

services difficult to illustrate, describe and communicate (Kasapila, 2006). 

As a result, what a restaurant intends to deliver might be quite different 

from what the patrons (Ryu & Han, 2010). 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION   

Cronin et al. (2000) argued that customer satisfaction in services has been 

defined as the degree to which service performance meets or exceeds the 

customer's expectations. Yuksel and Yuksel (2003) defined satisfaction as 

an evaluative judgment of a specific transaction resulting from perceived 

quality. On the other hand, Trail et al. (2005) defined customer retention as 

“the future propensity of a customer to stay with the service provider”. 

According to them, customer satisfaction is not the only variable that 

influences the retention of customers. Wu & Liang, (2009) referred that 

customer retention as the marketing goal of preventing a customer from 

switching to another competitor. Hui and Zheng (2010) stated that 

"customer retention indicates customer's intention to repurchase a service 

from the service provider". They used customer retention as a measure of 

the customer's intention to stay loyal to the service provider. For them, 
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service quality and customer satisfaction are important antecedents of 

customer retention. 

Service fulfillment, or satisfaction, is achieved when service encounters 

meet or exceed the anticipated need of the consumer (Molapo and 

Mukwada, 2011). Moreover, Edward and Sahadev (2011) maintained that 

firm profitability and long-term retention have been attributed to consumer 

satisfaction. Conversely, negative disconfirmation occurs when there are 

inconsistencies (Danesh et al., 2012). Yoshida and James (2010) explained 

that consumer loyalty, positive behavioral intentions, such as repeat 

purchases, minimized perceived risk, and positive word of mouth, have 

been established as key benefits reaped from consumer satisfaction. 

Particularly, in the restaurant segment, consumer satisfaction has been 

delineated as a competitive advantage leading to favorable outcomes, such 

as repeat patronage, and establishing long-term commitments and 

consumer loyalty (Ryu et al., 2012). Su and Hsu, (2013) agreed with 

Kumar, (2012) that in the hospitality industry, satisfaction research is 

predicated on how well a firm’s performance compares to consumers’ 

expectations. The model of consumer satisfaction is determined by service 

delivery that matches or fails to match consumer perceptions and 

evaluations (Hanaysha and Hilman, 2015). 

BEHAVIORAL INTENTIONS    

Zeithaml, (1988) argued that behavioral intention is specifically expressed 

as revisit intention, positive word-of-mouth, and willingness to recommend 

to others. Consequently, customers’ behavioral intention should be 

considered as one of the most important constructs in the service market 

field (Caruana, 2002). Because loyal customers—or customers having 

positive behavioral intention—will revisit, repurchase, and recommend to 

others, increasing positive behavioral intention may be considered the 

primary goal of a company in order to improve their profits (Kim and Han, 

2008). In addition, Yi and Gong (2008) explained that word-of-mouth 

intentions are defined as “informal, person to person communication 

between a perceived noncommercial communicator and a receiver 

regarding a brand, a product, an organization or a service”. 

In this particular restaurant setting, the current study focused on revisit 

intention and positive recommendation as signals of behavioural 

intentions. Revisit intention is considered to be one of the most common 

cues for positive behavioral intention, and in the service market field, 

recommendation is one of the most useful and reliable communication 

tools (Ha & Jang, 2010). Thus, Oliver (2010) suggested that 

recommendation is considered to be an aspect of behavioral intention and a 
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consequence of customer’s response after the consumption experience. 

According to the theory of reasoned action, behavioral intention is a very 

accurate predictor of most social behavior (Fan & Miao, 2012). 

According to Lee et al. (2010) behavioural intentions can be defined as “a 

stated likelihood to engage in a behavior. It is widely accepted that 

behavioural intentions include the following three concepts (Han and 

Hyun, 2017): intentions to use and word-of-mouth intentions. First, the 

concept of intentions to use refers to “the degree to which a person has 

formulated conscious plans to perform or not perform some specified 

future behavior (Jeon et al., 2018). Byun and Jang (2018) agreed with Han 

et al. (2017) that intentions to use are formed after a customer’s favorable 

evaluation of the product/service. More importantly, since intentions to use 

directly affects actual consumption, several previous studies have sought to 

find the predictors of intentions to use (Jeon et al., 2018).  

QUALITY, CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND BEHAVIORAL INTENTIONS 

Hume and Mort (2010) agreed with Cronin et al. (2000) that the 

conceptual relationships among service encounter constructs, such as 

perceived quality, satisfaction, and behavioral intentions, have been well 

documented. Past empirical studies have evidenced a direct link between 

perceived quality and satisfaction (Ueltschy et al., 2009) and between 

perceived quality and behavioral intentions (Fullerton, 2005). Based on 

these theoretical foundations and empirical evidences, a limited number of 

studies have also examined the effects of service quality in hotel 

restaurants (i.e., technical and functional factors) on satisfaction and 

behavioral intentions. These studies concluded that various components of 

restaurant service quality function differently in terms of improving 

satisfaction and behavioral intentions (Liu & Jang, 2009). Along similar 

lines, this study attempted to identify which components of quality 

significantly influence satisfaction and behavioral intentions. 

Kim et al. (2013) showed that it is generally agreed that higher levels of 

customer satisfaction led to higher levels of behavioral intention, which is 

represented by revisit intention and recommend. Previous studies have 

shown a positive relationship between quality, customer satisfaction and 

behavioral intentions (Baker & Crompton, 2000). However, there has been 

no consistency in terms of the direction and strength of these relationships 

(Walter et al., 2010). Prebensen et al. (2014) postulated that in the context 

of hotel restaurants, food, service and ambience quality have been reported 

to have a positive impact on customer behavioral intention. Namkung and 

Jang (2007) showed that food quality positively influences a customer’s 

dining experience. Mattila (2001) suggested that food quality was the most 
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important dimension of restaurant quality and a key predictor of customer 

loyalty in hotel dining restaurants. 

Figure 1: The proposed research model 

METHODOLOGY 

 

SAMPLE 

The target population for this study was all hotel restaurants’ customer in 

four-star and five-star hotels This study used Aswan and Luxor four and 

five-star hotels as the population. Three hundred and sixty questionnaire 

forms were distributed to a random sample of hotel restaurant customers in 

the participated hotels, out of them 345 forms were completed and valid 

for analysis with a response rate of 95.8%. Cronbach’s α values of all 

variables of the study exceeds 0.70, supporting sufficient measurement 

reliability suggested, so that the study measurements were acceptable and 

reliable. 
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

The final version of the questionnaire was divided into two sections. In the 

first section, customers were asked to rate 32 items on a five-point Likert 

type scale: ‘strongly disagree’; ‘disagree’; ‘neither agree nor disagree’; 

‘agree’; and ‘strongly agree’. The 32 items are divided into six variables: 

tangibles (9 items), service quality (6 items), food quality (7 items), 

customer satisfaction (4 items), revisit intention (3 items), and 

recommendation intention (3 items). The second section asked customers 

for profiling information (e.g., gender, age, educational, family status, 

occupation, and nationality).  

FINDING 

 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTIC 

Table 1: Sample characteristic 

Variable  No. Percentage % 

Gender 

 

Male 160 46.3 

Female 185 53.7 

Hotel degree 
4 Star 115 33.33 

5 Star 230 66.67 

Age 

Less than 20 years 67 19.42 

From 20 to 30 years 84 24.35 

From 31 to 40 years 60 17.39 

From 41 to 50 years 104 30.14 

More than 50 30 8.70 

Educational 

background 

 

University 211 61.07 

High school 79 22.82 

Postgraduate 56 16.11 

Family Status 

Married 178 51.7 

Single 114 32.9 

Children 16 4.7 

Others 37 10.7 

Occupation 

position 

Civil servant 65 18.8 

Self-employed 90 26.2 

Retired 97 28.2 

Student 21 6 
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Housewife 28 8 

Others 44 12.8 

Nationality 

Egyptian 111 32.2 

Chinese 83 24.2 

American 44 12.8 

French 26 7.3 

English 23 6.7 

Others 58 16.8 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for main variables of the study 

The Axis Mean 
95% Confidence 

Interval for Mean* 
Sig. 

Tangibles 3.67 3.5 - 3.7 0.000 

Service Quality 3.91 3.8- 4.01 0.077 

Food Quality 3.79 3.69- 3.88 0.000 

Customer Satisfaction 4.17 4.07- 4.26 0.001 

Revisit Intention 4.36 4.28- 4.44 0.000 

Recommendation 

Intention 
4.41 4.33- 4.48 0.000 

95% Confidence Interval for Mean of the study population  

 

TEST OF HYPOTHESES 

To test H1 that food quality has a significant positive influence on customer 

satisfaction, linear regression coefficient was used as follows: 

Table 3: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of food quality 

on customer satisfaction 

a. Dependent variable: customer satisfaction 

From the table (3), it showed that there is a significant positive influence of 

food quality on customer satisfaction (ANOVA Sig. = 0.000), this result 

suggests that the first hypothesis of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of customer satisfaction 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Food quality 
0.000 

2.015 

0.568 

111.7  

680.7  

.000 

.000 
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with the information about the level of food quality can be suggested as 

follow: 

Customer satisfaction = 2.015+ (0.568 * food quality) 

To test H2 that service quality has a significant positive influence on 

customer satisfaction, linear regression coefficient was used as follows: 

Table 4: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of service 

quality on customer satisfaction 

a. Dependent variable: customer satisfaction 

Table (4) shows that there is a significant positive influence of service 

quality on customer satisfaction (ANOVA Sig. = 0.000), this result 

suggests that the second hypothesis of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of customer satisfaction 

with the information about the level of service quality can be suggested as 

follow: 

Customer satisfaction = 1.803+ (0.605 * service quality) 

The researcher adopts linear regression coefficient to test H3 that tangibles 

have a significant positive influence on customer satisfaction as follows: 

Table 5: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of tangibles on 

customer satisfaction 

a. Dependent variable: customer satisfaction 

From the table (5), it showed that there is a significant positive influence of 

tangibles on customer satisfaction (ANOVA Sig. = 0.000), this result 

suggests that the third hypothesis of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of customer satisfaction 

with the information about the level of tangibles can be suggested as 

follow: 

Customer satisfaction = 2.873+ (0.353 * level of tangibles) 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Service quality 
0.000 

1.803 

0.605 

667.7  

189.10  

.000 

.000 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Tangibles 
0.000 

2.873 

0.353 

5.8  

8.3  

.000 

.000 
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To test H4a that food quality has a significant positive influence on revisit 

intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as follows: 

Table 6: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of food quality 

on revisit intentions 

a. Dependent variable: revisit intentions 

From the table (6), it showed that there is a significant positive influence of 

food quality on revisit intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 0.000), this result 

suggests H4a of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of revisit intention with the 

information about the level of food quality can be suggested as follow: 

Revisit intentions = 3.307+ (0.279 * food quality) 

To test H4b that food quality has a significant positive influence on 

recommendation intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as 

follows: 

Table 7: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of food quality 

on revisit recommendation 

a. Dependent variable: recommendation intentions 

From the previous table, it showed that there is a significant positive 

influence of food quality on recommendation intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 

0.003), this result suggests H4b of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of recommendation 

intention with the information about the level of food quality 

can be suggested as follow: 

Recommendation intention = 3.684+ (0.191 * food quality) 

To test H5a that service quality has a significant positive influence on 

revisit intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as follows: 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Food quality 
0.000 

3.307 

0.279 

921.11  

856.3  

.000 

.000 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Food quality 
0.003 

3.684 

0.191 

450.15  

073.3  

.000 

.003 
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Table 8: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of service 

quality on revisit intentions 

a. Dependent variable: revisit intentions 

From the previous table, it showed that there is a significant positive 

influence of service quality on revisit intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 0.000), 

this result suggests H5a of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of revisit intentions with 

the information about the level of service quality can be suggested as 

follow: 

Revisit intentions = 3.059+ (0.334 * service quality) 

To test H5b that service quality has a significant positive influence on 

recommendation intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as 

follows: 

Table 9: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of service 

quality on recommendation intentions 

a. Dependent variable: recommendation intentions 

From the previous table, it showed that there is a significant positive 

influence of service quality on recommendation intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 

0.000), this result suggests H5b of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of recommendation 

intentions with the information about the level of service quality 

can be suggested as follow: 

Recommendation intentions = 3.459+ (0.243 * service quality) 

To test H6a that tangibles have a significant positive influence on revisit 

intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as follows: 

 

Model ANOVA Beta t Sig. 

(constant) 

Service quality 

0.000 3.059 

0.334 

579.12  

441.5  

.000 

.000 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Service quality 
0.000 

3.459 

0.243 

408.16  

570.4  

.000 

.000 
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Table 10: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of tangibles 

on revisit intentions 

a. Dependent variable: revisit intentions 

Table (10) revealed that there is a significant positive influence of tangibles 

on revisit intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 0.008), this result suggests H6a of the 

study is valid. The following equation for predicting the level of revisit 

intention with the information about the level of tangibles can be suggested 

as follow: 

Revisit intentions = 3.561+ (0.219 * level of tangibles) 

To test H6b that tangibles have a significant positive influence on 

recommendation intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as 

follows: 

Table 11: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of tangibles 

on recommendation intentions 

a. Dependent variable: recommendation intentions 

From the previous table, it showed that there is a significant positive 

influence of tangibles on recommendation intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 

0.043), this result suggests H6b of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of recommendation 

intentions with the information about the level of tangibles 

can be suggested as follow: 

Recommendation intentions = 3.892+ (0.141 * level of tangibles) 

To test H7a that customer satisfaction has a significant positive influence 

on revisit intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as follows: 

 

 

Model ANOVA Beta t Sig. 

(constant) 

Tangibles 
0.008 

3.561 

0.219 

849.11  

702.2  

.000 

.008 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Tangibles 
0.043 

3.892 

0.141 

166.15  

037.2  

.000 

.043 
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Table 12: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of customer 

satisfaction on revisit intentions 

a. Dependent variable: revisit intentions 

From the previous table, it showed that there is a significant positive 

influence of customer satisfaction on revisit intentions (ANOVA Sig. = 

0.000), this result suggests H7a of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of revisit intention with the 

information about the level of customer satisfaction can be suggested as 

follow: 

Revisit intentions = 3.561+ (0.219 * customer satisfaction) 

To test H7b that customer satisfaction has a significant positive influence 

on recommendation intentions, linear regression coefficient was used as 

follows: 

Table 13: Linear regression coefficients for the influence of customer 

satisfaction on recommendation intentions 

a. Dependent variable: recommendation intentions 

From the previous table, it showed that there is a significant positive 

influence of customer satisfaction on recommendation intentions (ANOVA 

Sig. = 0.000), this result suggests H7b of the study is valid. 

The following equation for predicting the level of recommendation 

intention with the information about the level of customer satisfaction 

can be suggested as follow: 

Recommendation intentions = 2.387+ (0.485 * customer satisfaction) 

Path analysis statistical approach used to test H8 the mediating role of 

customer satisfaction on the relationships between restaurant quality 

attributes and customer revisit. 

First, regression coefficient is applied to test whether the independent 

variable "Restaurant attributes" is related to the dependent variable, 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Customer satisfaction 
0.000 

1.723 

0.634 

372.8  

969.12  

.000 

.000 

Model ANOVA Beta T Sig. 

(constant) 

Customer satisfaction 
0.000 

2.387 

0.485 

500.12  

696.10  

.000 

.000 
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customer revisit. As shown in table (14) "Restaurant attributes" is 

positively and significantly related to customer revisit (R= 0.61, P< 0.000), 

suggesting that "Restaurant attributes" increases customer revisit. Then, 

the researcher tested whether the independent variable "Restaurant 

attributes" is related to the mediator, customer satisfaction. As shown in 

table (15), "Restaurant attributes" is positively and significantly related to 

the customer satisfaction (R= 0.77, P< 0.000). Finally, as shown in table 

(16), "Restaurant attributes" has no significant effect on customer revisit 

(P= 0.177 > 0.05), the previous results support H8 where customer 

satisfaction mediates the effect of restaurant attributes on customer revisit. 

Table 14: Correlations between restaurant attributes and customer 

revisit 

 Customer revisit 
Restaurant 

attributes 

Restaurant 

attributes 

Pearson Correlation 1 .61** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 149 149 

Customer 

revisit 

Pearson Correlation .61** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 149 149 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Table 15: Correlations between restaurant attributes and customer 

satisfaction 

 
Customer 

Revisit 

Restaurant 

Attributes 

Restaurant 

Attributes  

Pearson Correlation 1 .77** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 149 149 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Pearson Correlation .77** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 149 149 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 16: Multiple regression coefficients for the influence of 

restaurant attributes and customer satisfaction on customer revisit 

 

Path analysis statistical approach used to test H9 that customer satisfaction 

mediates the effect of restaurant attributes on customer recommendation  

First, regression coefficient is applied to test whether the independent 

variable "Restaurant attributes" is related to the dependent variable, 

customer recommendation. As shown in table (17) "Restaurant attributes" 

is positively and significantly related to customer recommendation (R= 

0.72, P< 0.000), suggesting that "Restaurant attributes" increases customer 

recommendation. Then, researcher tested whether the independent variable 

"Restaurant attributes" is related to the mediator, customer satisfaction. As 

shown in table (16), "Restaurant attributes" is positively and significantly 

related to the customer satisfaction (R= 0.77, P< 0.000). Finally, as shown 

in table (15), "Restaurant attributes" has no significant effect on customer 

recommendation (P= 0.098 > 0.05), the previous results support H9 where 

customer satisfaction mediates the effect of restaurant attributes on 

customer recommendation. 

Table 17: Correlations between restaurant attributes and customer 

recommendation 

 
Customer 

Recommendation 

Restaurant 

Attributes 

Restaurant 

attributes 

Pearson Correlation 1 .72** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 149 149 

Customer 

recommendation 

Pearson Correlation .72** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 149 149 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

Model R R2 Beta T Sig. 

(Constant) 

Restaurant attributes   

Customer satisfaction 

0.734 0.539 

1.9 

0.682 

0.1 

806.7  

294.11  

357.1  

.000 

.000 

.177 
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Table18: Multiple regression coefficients for the influence of 

restaurant attributes and customer satisfaction on customer 

recommendation 

Using AMOS program version 23, the study model's goodness of fit was 

tested (AGFI=0.91>0.80, GFI=0.9>0.80). Rick (2014) showed that AGFI 

and GFI values more than 0.8 represent good model fit. 

 

Figure 2: Final structure equation model 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This research empirically examined the effect of restaurant attributes 

(food, service, and tangibles) on customer satisfaction and behavioral 

intentions in the restaurant consumption context. The findings support the 

hypothesized positive linkages among restaurant attributes, satisfaction, 

and behavioral intentions, similar to the results of a tourism study by Han 

and Hyunb, (2017); that is, restaurant quality and satisfaction play an 

important role in determining customer behavioral intentions toward 

restaurants. 

Model R R2 Beta T Sig. 

(Constant) 

Restaurant attributes   

Customer satisfaction 

0.67 0.449 

2.5 

0.118 

0.542 

53.11  

7.1  

75.9  

.000 

.000 

.098 
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This research   makes important contributions toward understanding the 

formation of customer satisfaction and behavioral intention in the quick-

casual restaurant industry. Findings revealed that customers’ perceived 

quality of food, such as delicious, nutritious, and visually attractive, is a 

significant predictor of customer satisfaction and behavioral intentions, and 

perceived customer satisfaction moderates the relationship between quality 

of food and customer intentions. This result supporting hypotheses 1 and 4. 

In addition, quality of service increases customers’ satisfaction and 

behavioral intentions level, and customers’ satisfaction enhances the effect 

of quality of service on customer behavioral intentions. This result 

supporting hypotheses 2 and 5.  Further, when customers feel that the 

tangibles reflect quality, such as attractive interior design/décor and 

pleasant music/color/lighting, their customer satisfaction and behavioral 

intentions level increases. Customers’ satisfaction also increases the effect 

of quality of tangibles on their intentions in hotel restaurants. This result 

supporting hypotheses 3 and 6. Knowledge of the impact of perceived 

quality experienced by customers during their service encounter on 

retrospective satisfaction can help restaurateurs maximize satisfaction with 

the foodservice delivery process. Our results also provide strong support 

for the causal relationship from customer satisfaction to behavioral 

intention . 

Patrons’ satisfaction with their overall experiences in a hotel restaurant 

was identified to have a greater total influence on intentions than that of 

other research variables within our proposed theoretical framework. This 

research confirmed the salient role of customer satisfaction in determining 

behavioral intentions. Our result is coherent with a considerable number of 

studies in a variety of contexts that stressed the prominence of customer 

satisfaction (e.g., Brunner et al., 2008; Musa et al., 2012). Our finding 

implies that when patrons are wholly satisfied, they express strong 

intentions to repeatedly visit the restaurant in a hotel and recommendation 

these restaurants to others. Accordingly, in order to generate these positive 

post-purchase intentions, practitioners should seek to improve patrons’ 

overall satisfaction level by boosting diverse hotel restaurant attributes . 

The mediation analysis revealed that restaurant attributes played an 

important mediating role in generating patrons’ behavioral intentions. In 

particular, these variables significantly mediated the impact of restaurant 

attributes on intentions to revisit it and recommendation of the restaurants’ 

hotel within our proposed theoretical framework.  This result is consistent 

with findings of the previous studies that emphasized the mediating role of 

these variables (e.g., Namkung and Jang,2007; Ryu and Han, 2010).  As 

our result indicates, diverse efforts of increasing these mediators would be 
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effective tools for exploiting the impact of restaurant attributes on its 

subsequent variables of patrons’ positive post-purchase intentions for hotel 

restaurants. 

THEORETICAL AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

From a theoretical standpoint, this study makes important contributions 

toward understanding the formation of customer satisfaction and 

behavioral intentions in hotel restaurants. Findings revealed that 

customers’ perceived quality of food, such as delicious, nutritious, and 

visually attractive, is a significant predictor of customer behavioral 

intentions, and customer satisfaction moderates the relationship between 

quality of food and behavioral intentions. In addition, quality of service 

increases customers’ satisfaction level. Further, when customers feel that 

the tangibles reflect quality, such as attractive interior design/décor and 

pleasant music/color/lighting, it increases their intention to revisit. 

Customer satisfaction increases the effect of restaurants’ attributes quality 

on the customers' intentions to recommend and revisit the hotel restaurants. 

Knowledge of the impact of perceived quality experienced by customers 

during their service encounter on retrospective satisfaction can help 

restaurateurs maximize satisfaction with the foodservice delivery process. 

Our results also provide strong support for the causal relationship from 

customer satisfaction to behavioral intentions. 

SUMMARY AND  CONCLUSIONS 

Increasing customers’ repeat patronage in a hotel restaurant and revisit 

these restaurants again within the same hotel are important challenges for 

every hotel firm since such an increase is directly associated with the 

company’s profit increase and success. This research successfully 

examined the formation of patrons’ intention to recommended and 

intention to revisit a hotel restaurant by considering the convoluted 

associations among food quality, service quality, tangibles, satisfaction, 

and conspicuousness in the hotel industry. The results from our assessment 

of the role of these key variables as direct contributors or as a moderator 

(conspicuousness) in building such intentions within our theoretical 

framework offers practitioners in hotel restaurants and the hotel 

management valuable insights when planning, developing, and executing 

various strategies for higher retention rate, loyalty enhancement, and profit 

increase.  
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